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Abstract

In this paper, a method for mentoring undergraduates for future graduate study is presented. We introduce a teaming approach whereby undergraduates are teamed with graduate students in joint projects. The teaming approach prepares undergraduate students for study and research in graduate school. The authors have implemented this approach for the past two years and have noticed positive results including increased graduate enrollment and an increased quality of graduate research. We highlight these results by presenting case studies in which we follow the progression of several students through undergraduate senior projects and graduate studies.

Introduction

In the past few years, the authors reported their efforts of enhancing students’ learning by utilizing a systems approach [1] - [4]. These methods focus on the functionality of system blocks to improve students’ understanding of system performance parameters. Positive results have been observed in strengthening students knowledge development on certain subjects.

The systems approach has been applied to the development of graduate/undergraduate teaming. In the Fall semester of 2004, we initiated a project in a senior design class in which two undergraduates developed an Ultra Wide Band (UWB) communications system. This effort resulted in a presentation at the National Conference for Undergraduate Research [5]. In the Fall semester of 2005, one of these students continued onto our Master of Science in Technology program. We teamed this student with an undergraduate senior. In the 2005-2006 academic year, this graduate/undergraduate team tested the UWB system under various conditions and provided an analysis of the testing results. The graduate student was able to train the undergraduate to the point where the undergraduate could take leadership of the project. This development of leadership skills was very important for this undergraduate. In the Fall semester of 2006, this second student entered graduate studies, and we teamed this student with a third senior to use the UWB system as a source of broadband energy in the study of

Radio Frequency (RF) characteristics of photonic structures. The leadership skills gained by the second student in his senior year allowed him to effectively train the third senior.

**Case Studies**

Over the past three years we have developed on-going projects involving undergraduate/graduate teams. The teaming threads that we have developed over this period are shown in Table 1. Eight students, identified in Table 1 as student 1 through student 8, have been involved in these undergraduate/graduate teams. We will discuss the development of leadership skills and work ethic that is inherent in these teams.

In the Fall semester of 2005, student 5 transferred to our university in her senior year. She immediately demonstrated a strong mathematical background. She also indicated an interest in graduate studies. Because of her math aptitude, we thought it appropriate to find a simulation project for her. With our encouragement, she decided to work on the development of image processing techniques for facial recognition. This effort resulted in a presentation at the National Conference for Undergraduate Research [6].

In the Fall semester of 2006, student 6 transferred to our university in his senior year and like student 5 immediately demonstrated a strong mathematical aptitude. He also expressed an interest in graduate studies. We thought it appropriate to team these students together. Student 5, who was now a graduate student in the Master of Science in Technology helped student 6 begin work on computer interpretation of American Sign Language. Very soon it became apparent that student 6 was very independent, and preferred to work alone. Therefore, we suggested that student 5 join another team.
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In the Fall semester of 2005, an ECET senior (student 7 in Table 1) who indicated interest in graduate studies worked on a senior design project which involved the acoustic monitoring of a gasoline engine. This student designed interface hardware to amplify the output of an a piezoelectric acoustic sensor. Further, this student developed a LabView data collection system to collect the sensor data. He also developed a Matlab algorithm to generate and display the frequency characteristics of the acoustic data.

In the Fall semester of 2006, student 7 joined our Master of Science in Technology program. Since student 7 had demonstrated a strong interest and ability in automated testing and hardware interface development, we decided to get him involved with the development of testing hardware and software to monitor and analyze data from a 3-dimensional accelerometer. This project is focused on the monitoring of human hand tremors but holds prospect for many applications involving motion detection and analysis. In this same semester, we teamed student 7 with a senior ECET student (student 8). Student 8 was similar to student 7 in that he also demonstrated a strong desire to work in hardware design. Student 7, now a graduate student, soon trained student 8, the senior, in how to implement data acquisition hardware and software. In the 2006 - 2007 academic year, student 8 built data acquisition hardware and designed data acquisition software to collect motion data simultaneously from five 3D accelerometers. This capability to collect data from multiple accelerometers will be useful to the project team when tremor data is analyzed in real-time at several points on the hand and forearm. We anticipate that this project will continue in the 2007 - 2008 academic year, in which student 8 will play a key role as a graduate student.

During this same semester, student 5, the graduate student who had worked in facial recognition as a senior, joined the graduate/undergraduate team working on motion detection and analysis. Because of her strong math abilities, we have her working on the implementation of mathematical techniques for the analysis and characterization of sensor data. The processes that she is focusing on are an empirical mode decomposition method for the detection of hand tremors and an autoregression (AR) model for adaptive signal processing of the hand tremor data. Since the AR model is an adaptive linear predictor, it is anticipated that it will be able to adaptively adjust to different patients. Eventually it is envisioned that these techniques could be implemented on an inexpensive portable digital signal processor-based device that would provide the signals necessary for real-time electromechanical suppression of hand tremors.

When we develop plans for a new project, we have found it beneficial to the student to get a senior working on the project during one academic year and then in the second year, when the
student becomes a graduate student, we will team him/her with a senior working on the same project or a related project. This provides continuity to the student research and develops in the participants leadership skills associated with the management of a research project. We have also found that this teaming in some cases nutures a student’s work ethic. A case in point is student 3. As a sophomore and junior, he was an under achiever. He was negligent on his assignments and performed only at an average level. In his senior year he blossomed as a student. He took instruction from student 1 (a grad student) very well and worked diligently to complete the UWB project. As a graduate student in the 2006 - 2007 academic year, he demonstrated a very impressive work ethic. While the cause and effect of such events are never be validated, it is possible that the undergraduate/graduate teaming efforts have played a role in the development of this student.

In the Fall semester of 2006, the ECET and EE faculty became involved with a project to investigate the RF characteristics of photonic structures. We decided that student researchers could help develop the test setup. So we teamed student 3, a graduate student, with student 4, a senior. Together they worked on using the UWB system as a source of RF energy in which to test the photonic structure. It is anticipated that this project will continue in the 2007 - 2008 academic year.

Conclusions

We have introduced a method of creating small teams of undergraduate and graduate students. One of the benefits of this method is that it helps develop leadership skills and a strong work ethic in the student researchers. Another benefit is that it helps grow and strengthen a graduate program. Seniors become interested in graduate work because of the availability of graduate/undergraduate teams. This interest creates a larger pool of graduate school applicants. Students who are teamed in their senior year with a graduate student are able to quickly adapt to working on a graduate research project when they become graduate students. Another benefit of this teaming method is that it improves the quality of work produced by a research project. This is accomplished because less time is devoted to the training of students for graduate work after they have been admitted to graduate school and a stronger emphasis is placed on individual responsibility.
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